Sequential fixed-width confidence intervals are obtained for the scale parameter r when the location parameter 0 of the negative exponential distribution is unknown. Exact expressions for the stopping time and the confidence coefficient associated with the sequential fixed-width interval are derived. Also derived is the exact expression for the stopping time of sequential point estimation with quadratic loss and linear cost. These are numerically evaluated for certain nominal confidence coefficients, widths of the interval and cost functions, and are compared with the second order asymptotic expressions.
1
InCroducion and Preliminaries.
Start and Woodroofe [1] have considered the risk efficient estimation of the scale parameter a when the location, 0, is zero and studied some of the first order properties of the sequential procedure. Govindarajulu and Sarkar [2] have considered the risk-efficient estimation of r when 0 is unknown and studied the second order properties of the stopping time and the regret. Govindarajulu [3] has studied the second order asymptotic properties of the fixed-width interval estimation procedure for tr when 0 is unknown. Mukhopadhyay [4] has considered risk efficient estimation of the mean of a negative exponential distribution. Here we derive exact expressions for the stopping time and confidence coefficient of the fixed-width interval estimation procedure and for the stopping time associted with point estimation with quadratic loss and linear cost, and compare them with the second order asymptotic expressions.
Let X1, X,..., be an i. 
-a for 0 < c < 1/2 and let {z,,} be an sequence of constants converging to z. In particular, if z,, is the (1 o/2) th fractile of the t-distribution with n degrees of freedom, then z. z + a-'A0 + o(n-')} with A0 (1 + z2)/4 (see, for instance, Woodroofe [6] , p. 993)). Now, for large n (using the asymptotic normality of (n 1)1/2(a,, a)) P(a E I,,) > c implies that ((n 1)'/2d/a) > (z); or n > [zUaU/du] + 1,
where [.] denotes the largest integer contained in (.). Since a is unknown, then we resort to the following sequential rule:
inf{n>m'n> z.,r./d }.
After stopping at N, the confidence interval for a is given by
The stopping rule (2.3) can be rewritten as is satisfied for all z with a possibly new B but the same a). Let EIXI < for some r > 2. Also assume that U1 has a density f which is continuous a.e. and that some power of the characteristic function of U1 is integrabl,.. If r(2a 1) > 4 In this section we derive the exact expressions for the stopping time and the confidence coefficient associted with the fixed-width confidence interval estimation and the stopping time associated with point estimation. Towards this, we need the following lemmas. Throughout this section we assume that zn z.
Let A (az/d) and S'_ be the sum of i-independent standard negative exponential random variables and let
Then the joint density of S_1 ,5'7. is
Since the b,'s and the S are increasing in i, by Lemma 1, we have f r f- Z P{<n-1)('-z/ a_, ("-1)(1+z/, (.) In order to evaluate we consider the following ranges for the summation vriable n. Case 1. Let n be such that nl/lJ 1/= S (1 z/), that is In his range the probability of each summand is zero.
Case " 0-z/) < nlU/All= J (1 + z/). That is I= (n-1)(1z/) < :-1 < (B-1)(1 + z/) S* Note that if nl(-z)] < max{1 + a(-z),m} then the contribution from the first summation is zero, and the lower limit in the second summation should be max{1 + a(-z),m}. This will be further elaborated under "special case". Also, since + a(z) < nl(z), we can write (3.15 ) in terms of and D(j 1), and hence evaluate P(t > j) and the probabilities P(S;_a > Bj-, i*_l > bi-x,m <_ <_ j-1). Remark 3.4. In the sequential rule, we can replace z by a sequence {z,} converging to z. For instance z, could be the (1a/2) quantiles of Student's t-distribution with n degrees of frdom. In the latter ce z, z {1 + (1 + z)(4i) -+ o(i-)} Then bi-1 will be an increing sequence provided 2. This is satisfied because we c Mways choose m 2 or 3 (see the definiti of bi_). (4.5)
Hence, one can readily evaluate Et for various values of 7 after evaluating P(t > j) using Lemma 3.2 with b,_ i(z 1)/3. These are tabulated in Table 4 .1 for some value of m. 
